
Briefing for retail staff on supporting disabled customers during Covid 19   
Key charities including Age UK, Alzheimer’s Society, Carers UK, MS Society, National Autistic 
Society, Parkinson’s UK, RNIB, have been working with DEFRA to ensure no one is forgotten and 
everyone has access to food.  
 
The following essential information is for staff working in store, on the phone or supporting online to 
ensure disabled people, those with clinically vulnerable health conditions, older people and unpaid 
carers’ can access vital food and essential supplies during the covid-19 pandemic: 

 
Supporting customers in store 
Support everyone, not just those clinically shielding 

• Government guidance of people who are shielding or vulnerable is now broader than first 
communicated, not everybody is aware they may be entitled to extra support. Please do not 
deny anyone priority support if they identify themselves, they might feel they should shield or 
social distance but can’t due to issues accessing food. If you are unsure what support they 
can get, ask your manager or another colleague. Not all conditions which are clinically 
vulnerable are included on these lists. 

• Please be proactive asking and informing customers queuing and in store that if anyone: has a 
disability or health condition; is of an age which might make them vulnerable or if they are an 
unpaid carer (see below for more information) that they can get priority support. Be clear that 
some disabilities or needs are not immediately visible. 

• Be aware that some people may have difficulty following signage and instructions when trying 
to maintain social distancing. Support should be offered in these instances.  

• Don’t label or make assumptions – Some customers might have a letter if they or their loved 
one has been advised to shield, but be aware that most people who need support might not. 
They might have a non visible disability like dementia, or be autistic, for example they could 
wear a badge or sunflower lanyard, carry a condition specific or carers card, show a Blue 
Badge or might not have any identification at all.  

• Be respectful - if someone does want to tell you something, offer to take them away from other 
customers for privacy. Please do not ask people to justify in front of others why they need 
support or what condition they have. Some people will struggle with communicating their 
needs verbally, especially if anxious and overwhelmed, staff should also be patient and try to 
identify different ways to engage with their customers.  

 
Don’t forget unpaid carers 

• Unpaid carers are people who support their family and friends who can’t manage without 
them. 

• Unpaid carers might have a letter from a local authority or a local carers charity, a carers card 
or passport, or they may not have anything at all.  

• Young carers are children and young people who look after someone. They may also need to 
access the store with an adult they care for, or they may be shopping on their own.  

 
Respect people’s need to shop with support 

● Some people need support to shop for a whole variety of reasons. This might be a volunteer 
or a support worker.  Allowing someone to bring a person with them, including an unpaid 
carer, is your duty to make reasonable adjustments under the Equality Act.   

 
Keep your shoppers safe 

• Offer to drop click and collect shopping to the car or provide seating so people can sit down 
while they queue.  

• Make customers aware of support and help them to register for priority delivery slots or explain 
how to order items via phone if they do not have access to the internet. For disabled people, 
older people and unpaid carers all communication needs to be accessible – for example 
available in easy read, in printed formats to take away and refer to. 

 



Please remember: 

• Customers with a disability or health conditions have a right to ask for reasonable adjustments 
under the Equality Act. This could be needing somewhere to sit down, information in a 
accessible format or needing a carer or someone with them.  

• Often customers with a disability or health conditions might have specific dietary needs or 
require specific products or an increased quantity due to their condition, where possible try to 
offer to source items or keep stock behind to be requested.  

• If you are worried about a customer and think they may need more support, are vulnerable or 
at risk please inform your manager immediately as they will need to report this to the local 
authority safeguarding team. Please remember your interaction might be the only time the 
individual might have asked for help, or they might not be linked into local support.  

 
Supporting customers on the phone (in addition to the guidance above) 

• Be aware of any flags or markers which might indicate someone could be vulnerable, they 
might sound worried or stressed, or have difficulty understanding or accessing information. 

• Remove any time pressures so people do not feel rushed as they might have difficulty 
expressing themselves, finding the right words or remembering information given. Be patient 
and allow someone to communicate. Speak slowly and clearly, check they have understood 
each point and recap if necessary, if possible follow up with written information. 

• Remember that some people with Parkinson’s and other neurological conditions may have 
difficulty communicating as the condition affects their voice. This could mean they have a quiet 
voice, their speech is unclear, hurried or even may sound slurred. Give people time and do not 
interrupt or try to finish sentences for them.  

• Be flexible as you might not be able to speak to the person in question. You might be speaking 
to someone on their behalf, this could be a carer or family member or an advocate. This might 
mean the account or delivery details might be different. 

• Record how people prefer to communicate or their accessibility needs (for example, following 
up calls in writing or being given a certain amount of time to process conversations). 

 

Supporting customers on the phone - for contact centre management 
• Have and use ‘tell us once’ policies, so customers do not have to repeat sensitive information 

they have found the courage to disclose. It can be frustrating or distressing for someone to 
have to speak about a diagnosis, condition or support needed on multiple occasions. If unsure 
use the TEXAS drill by Money Advice Trust1. 

• To reduce difficulty navigating automated phone systems, ensure there is a repeat function or 
option to speak to a person on each layer of the menu, as well as transferring the call to a 
handler if no option is selected. 

• Try to limit the caller being passed around which might lead them to repeat themselves or 
have to talk to a lot of people to resolve an issue. 

 
Supporting customers online (in addition to the guidance above) 

• When getting support online people may find it difficult to identify the important content or find 
the correct link to follow. They may find it difficult reading complex or small fonts or 
understanding what information is required of them to log in. 

• Give people time to respond, check the urgency of their situation and signpost to phone 
numbers or relevant safeguarding procedures.  

 
Further information 

 
1Thank the customer (because what they have told you could be useful for everyone involved).  
Explain how the information will be used (because this is a legal requirement). The explanation should include why the 
information is being collected, how it will be used to help decision-making, and who the data with be shared with.   
eXplicit consent should be obtained 
Ask the customer questions to get key information (these will help you understand the situation better). 
Signpost or refer to internal and external help 



If you want to find out more about how you can help please get in touch with 
programmepartnership@alzheimers.org.uk  
 
The following list was compiled by: Alzheimer’s Society, Age UK, Carers Trust, Carers UK, Diabetes 
UK, Dementia UK, Headway, Independent Age, Macmillan Cancer Support, Motor Neurone Disease 
Association, MS Society, National Autistic Society, Parkinson’s UK, Thomas Pocklington Trust, The 
Royal British Legion, Royal National Institute of Blind People, Shine and Scope. 
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